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Randakk’s Cycle Shakk Announces New AHRMA Sponsorship

January 8, 2014

Randakk’s Cycle Shakk, LLC is pleased to announce a new primary sponsorship with 
Chris Carr to run the entire 2014 AHRMA vintage roadrace schedule. 

Chris Carr - AHRMA Champ

Chris Carr and Randakk’s Cycle Shakk’s owner Randall Washington (aka “Randakk”) 
both have extensive prior AHRMA involvement. Carr, an ace vintage roadracer, is a top 
competitor who won the 2011 AHRMA Vintage Superbike Middleweight crown along 
with 6 AHRMA Regional Championships. Randakk has been a team sponsor since 
2009, primarily for National AHRMA Champion Dennis Parrish.  

According to Randakk: “Chris and I collaborated on earlier projects and quickly 
discovered that our respective business models overlapped with great synergy! Chris 
was also one of my instructors at the AHRMA Fast and Safe school I completed in 
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2013 at NOLA to get my roadracing credential. I knew instantly that Chris was a fast 
and talented rider!”

Chris Carr adds: “I’m adding a vintage Honda FT500 race-bike for 2014 to compete in 
AHRMA’s Vintage Superbike Lightweight, a class Randakk now sponsors. Randakk is 
dedicated to vintage bike enthusiasts and works very hard to serve them with quality 
products and support.  I look forward to working with Randakk in our new 
partnership!”  

For more information on the team, scheduled AHRMA race dates, etc. see: 

www.randakks.com
www.twowheeladventures.com
http://dev.ahrma.org/

      
Randakk and Chris Carr (right)

Randakk’s Cycle Shakk: Randakk’s Cycle Shakk is a web-based enterprise specializing in 
proprietary carburetor rebuild kits, reproduction parts, tuning information, performance parts 
and other restoration resources for Hondas and other vintage motorcycles.

Two Wheel Adventures: Owner Chris Carr has been actively engaged in motorcycle training 
and education since 2001. Chris is an MSF instructor who has also been trained as a DBS 
dirtbike and ATV coach. He also served on the American Honda Demo Team. Chris’ programs 
have educated more than 6000 riders in the Atlanta area. Carr is a popular motorcycle 
blogger and also hosts a radio show about motorcycles every Tuesday night from 7pm to 
8pm on the Garage 71 Channel: http://garage71.net/

AHRMA: The American Historic Racing Motorcycle Association Ltd. is a not-for-profit 
organization dedicated to restoring and competing on classic motorcycles. With about 4000 
members, AHRMA is the largest vintage racing group in North America and one of the biggest 
in the world. The association has grown steadily over the years, reflecting the growing 
interest in classic bikes.
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